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Release Notes 
Glass Phone Software Release 2.0 
This Glass Platfom release is based on Android 2.3 (Gingerbread).  

Android changes 

1. Adobe Flash is now supported. 
2. Phone and Android apps now run faster due to a Java Just-In-Time compiler. 
3. Linux kernel has been updated from 2.6.29 to 2.6.32. 
4. Application memory heap size has been increased to 24 MB. 
5. Bluetooth is available for file transfer (headsets not supported in this release). 
6. Ethernet connectivity type is supported in the Android framework. 

Networkinging 

7. 802.11q VLANs are now supported. 
8. Phone supports the use of HTTP(s) proxies. 

Glass Phone App 

9. Phone now supports maximum 12 simultaneous calls (2 calls per line for a maximum of 6 lines). 
10. Added attended transfer capability. 
11. Added support for PAUSE (,) and WAIT (;) characters while dialing a number. 
12. Added feature for switching between calls on a per line basis by touching the appropriate line button. 
13. Added feature for quick action popup in case of incoming call on a different line than the line on which a 

call is active. 
14. Fixed call handling bugs in transfer and 3-way conference. 
15. Added Favorites and Share Screen option in right bar (Share Screen app is coming soon). 
16. Glass Phone widgets (line widget, left and right bars) can be enabled or disabled from Settings > Display > 

GlassPhone Widgets. 
17. Replaced Phone button on left bar with Home button. 
18. Moved Mute option from right power bar to call dialog. 
19. Line widget now only shows configured lines and line button dynamically resize depending on number of 

lines configured. 
20. Touching line button when there are no calls shows the keypad and call screen if there are active calls. 
21. Longpress on line button shows Phone Status. 
22. Line widget buttons are replaced by an appropriate message, if phone is in unusable state due to lack of 

network connectivity, being unprovisioned or not having successful SIP registration. 
23. Phone detects Ethernet link and reports Link Down if cable is disconnected from phone. 
24. Fixed sound glitch issue when changing selection from Headset to Speaker in Right power bar. 
25. Show RTCP call statistics during a call on touching call timer in call dialog. 
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Outlook Contacts 

26. Added Progress bar while importing outlook contacts. 
27. Fixed several bugs uncovered in previous releases. 
28. 64-bit version of Outlook on PC is now supported. 
29. PC application now automatically sends to the phone, incremental changes made to Outlook contacts on the 

PC. 

Contacts 

30. Redesigned the Contacts logic with more functionality and stability. 
31. Added new option as Sort list by and View contacts name under Display options. 
32. Added join and Separate Contact functionality. 

Call Logs 

33. Redesigned the Call Logs logic with new UI. 
34. Added "Add to ~contacts" option. 
35. Similar calls are now grouped together. 

Settings 

36. Added Bluetooth Settings. 
37. Added International Dialing Prefix option under Phone Settings > General Settings. 
38. Added option to specify a Default Line and switch to Default Line after a call ends, under Phone Settings > 

General Settings. 
39. Fixed minor bugs in Erase All Contacts functionality. 

Phone Status 

40. Added option to capture network traffic for a specific duration in minutes. 
41. Report Ethernet link status. 
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